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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

1.1.1

Apex Transport Planning Ltd (‘Apex TP’) has been commissioned by Ribston Ltd to produce a Transport
Statement (TS) in relation to a proposed B1 office / light industrial development scheme at the
Printworks, Pacific Road, Pacific Business Park, Cardiff.

1.1.2

The application site (‘the site’) is situated at the southern end of Pacific Road and was previously
occupied by the former Western Mail and Echo print facility and adjacent land within the Pacific
Business Park. The site is located within an established industrial estate with a number of the
surrounding units utilised for business / industrial / trade uses.

1.1.3

The proposals are for an application for a B1 office / light industrial use with associated parking and
access, which is split across two land parcels either side of a main internal access road. The site is
accessed from an extension to Pacific Road which falls within the Pacific Business Park, with the wider
business park roads providing a connection to Ocean Way at two separate locations.

1.1.4

The site is allocated under Policy EC1.1 of the Cardiff Council Local Development Plan (LDP) as Existing
Employment Land (known as Ocean Park) and protected for employment use. The site also benefits
from an existing consent for a similar B1 / B8 scheme. As such, the location has been accepted as
suitable for B1 employment uses by Cardiff Council.

1.1.5

On the basis of the existing consent and allocation, a TS was considered appropriate to accompany this
application.

1.1.6

This TS provides an assessment of the sustainable connectivity and transport impacts of the proposed
development and sets out details of the proposed parking and access arrangements. It has been
produced to inform Cardiff Council of the highways and transport implications of the proposals.

1.2

Scope of Report

1.2.1

The scope of work has considered policies and advice set out in Future Wales, Planning Policy Wales
11 (PPW11), Technical Advice Note 18: Transport (TAN18), the Active Travel Act (Wales – 2013), the
Cardiff Council Local Development Plan (LDP) and Managing Transportation Impacts Supplementary
Planning Guidance (SPG), as well as considering our previous experience of other similar sites.

1.2.2

As such, the TS has been structured to include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Description of the existing site use and location, including relevant planning allocations /
planning context
Review of the existing conditions, including highway network characteristics, highway safety and
existing travel behaviour
Review of relevant planning policies, in particular in relation to sustainable travel and parking
Review of the sustainable connectivity of the site including walking and cycling routes and public
transport connections
Description of the development proposals, demonstrating safe and appropriate access by all
modes, car and cycle parking and servicing and delivery arrangements
Forecast of vehicle trip generation in the peak hours and comparison between consented and
proposed schemes
Consideration of the impact of the proposals on the local highway network
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2.

EXISTING CONDITIONS AND PLANNING CONTEXT

2.1

Site Location, Use and Access

2.1.1

The site is located within the Pacific Business Park, which forms part of the Ocean Park employment
area, and is situated approximately 2km southeast of Cardiff City Centre. It is situated within an
established industrial estate which is allocated for this use. Ocean Park is one of the Cardiff’s key
employment locations with national and local occupiers. As such, the immediate surrounding land
uses are mainly industrial in nature although the site is also bordered on its eastern side by a rail line /
rail sidings.

2.1.2

Access to the site is obtained through a continuation of Pacific Road from its southern end, although
this is not adopted highway within the site.

2.1.3

Figure 2-1 shows the indicative location of the site.

Figure 2-1: Indicative Site Location

SITE

SITE

Source: Google Maps
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2.2

Planning Context

2.2.1

The site is situated within an area protected for employment use within the Cardiff Council LDP. This is
under policy EC1.1 for Ocean Park. As such, the site location has been accepted for employment use
by Cardiff Council.

2.2.2

The site also benefits from a history of planning consents for employment uses. The most recent
planning consent was granted in August 2019 for a similar use to that proposed with four blocks of
commercial units for B1 light industry / office and/or B8 storage and distribution uses (App Ref:
19/01213/MJR). This is the existing consented position for the site (until 2024).

2.2.3

The development could provide up to 3,872 sqm of B1 or B8 use. The development would provide for
approximately 64 to 108 car parking spaces dependent on the end user and access requirements. This
is broadly at a provision of 1 space per 40 sqm.

2.2.4

As such, this forms the fallback position against which the proposals have been considered.

2.3

Local Highway Network

2.3.1

The boundary of the adopted highway is shown in Figure 2-2 which demonstrates that the adopted
highway connects to the northern boundary of the site.

2.3.2

Pacific Road connects to the boundary of the site and continues to the north linking to Tidal Sidings,
which in turn routes east to west to connect to Portmanmoor Road. This then links to Ocean Way at a
four armed roundabout to the south. All of these are industrial roads are capable of accommodating
large vehicles and provide frontage access to industrial units along their length.
Figure 2-2: Adopted Highway Network

SITE

Source: Cardiff Council ishare mapping
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2.3.3

Vehicle movements, including large service vehicles, are already appropriately accommodated on
these routes for the existing units within the wider employment area as well as into and out of the site
(for its historic use).

2.3.4

Given the access directly connecting to the adopted highway and as vehicle movements are already
accommodated for the existing / consented site and surrounding employment uses, the site is
considered to be appropriately located for access to the local highway network.

2.4

Road Safety

2.4.1

Personal Injury Accident (PIA) data has been obtained from road safety data published annually by the
Department for Transport (DfT). The statistics provide PIA data which has been recorded using the
STATS19 accident reporting form. The most recently available five-year dataset covers between 1st
January 2016 and 31st December 2020.

2.4.2

The study area considered within the analysis covers the local highway network within the vicinity of
the site, with the entire study area and PIA’s shown in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3: Location of Recorded PIA’s

SITE

Source: Crashmap

2.4.3

Over the five-year period, one serious and two slight PIAs occurred within the study area. One of these
occurred at the Portmanmoor Road / Ocean Way roundabout and the remaining two occurred to the
west of the Lewis Road / Ocean Way junction. No fatal PIAs were recorded.

2.4.4

No accidents occurred within the immediate vicinity of the site or within the main Ocean Park. No PIAs
involved pedestrians, cyclists or HGVs. As such, there is no evidence to suggest there is a safety issue
relating to vulnerable road users, at pedestrian crossings or in relation to HGVs.
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2.4.5

With no clusters of four or more PIAs occurring in the same location there is no evidence to suggest a
re-occurring road safety issue within the study area.

2.4.6

As such, although all incidents are regrettable, the PIAs that occurred do not indicate a specific pattern
or issue with the geometry of the highway that would be exacerbated by the proposals, particularly
when considering that the area already accommodates pedestrian and vehicular activity.

2.5

Modal Share

2.5.1

The site is located within two middle layer super output areas (MSOAs) – Cardiff 037 and Cardiff 038,
although Cardiff 038 is considered the most appropriate as this covers the majority of Ocean Park
whereas Cardiff 037 extends to include Pengam Green and Tremorfa.

2.5.2

Census 2011 data has been analysed for both MSOA’s to establish the journey to work modal split for
the workplace population. This has been compared with the data for the entire of Cardiff. The analysis
is shown in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Journey to Work Mode Split (Census 2011)
Mode
Cardiff 037 %
Public Transport
7%
Car Driver
73%
Motorcycle
1%
Car Passenger
6%
Bicycle
3%
On Foot
8%
Other
2%
Total
100%

Cardiff 038 %
7%
77%
1%
6%
3%
7%
1%
100%

Cardiff Council %
17%
61%
0%
6%
3%
13%
1%
100%

2.5.3

Table 2-1 shows that 74% of existing employees travel to work to the Cardiff 037 MSOA as a car or
motorcycle driver and an additional 6% travel to work as a car passenger. A total of 18% travel by
sustainable modes of transport, of which 8% travel on foot, 7% travel by public transport and 3% by
cycle.

2.5.4

The data shows that the method of travel is similar in both MSOA’s, although there is a lower level of
car use in the most comparable MSOA (037). The level of vehicle generation is higher than across the
wider Cardiff Council area.

2.5.5

The data shows that employees in this area currently travel by sustainable modes. However, the
Census data is 11 years old, and the percentage of journeys made by cycling within Cardiff have
increased over this time. Cardiff Council’s Transport White Paper (2020) suggests that cycling has
increased from 7% of journeys to work in 2010 to 13% in 2020, together with increases in public
transport use. The percentage of car journeys has fallen from 57% to 49% over the same 10-year
period.

2.5.6

On this basis, Table 2-1 demonstrates that there is good potential for walking, cycling and public
transport trips to be made to and from the site and a significant number of these movements already
occur in this area (and without evidence of a specific safety issue within the proximity of the site).
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3.

PLANNING POLICY

3.1

Future Wales: The National Plan 2040

3.1.1

This is the national development framework, setting the direction for development in Wales to 2040. It
provides an overarching development plan with a strategy for addressing key national priorities
through the planning system. Planning decisions at every level of the planning system in Wales must
be taken in accordance with the development plan as a whole.

3.1.2

In relation to transport, it is states on page 51 that “Growth should be shaped around sustainable
forms of transport and places that make us and the environment healthier”. Page 55 continues on to
state that “Development will focus on active travel and public transport, allied with a reduced reliance
on private vehicles.”

3.1.3

In the supporting text for Policy 2 - Shaping Urban Growth and Regeneration – Strategic Placemaking,
it is stated that “To enable active and healthy lives, people should be able to easily walk to local
facilities and public transport.”

3.1.4

Policy 11 sets out National Connectivity, this states that “Our priorities are to encourage longer
distance trips to be made by public transport, while also making longer journeys possible by electric
vehicles.”

3.1.5

Policy 12 sets out Regional Connectivity. This states that “in urban areas our priorities are improving
and integrating active travel and public transport.”

3.1.6

In relation to Active Travel and developments it is stated that “Active travel must be an essential and
integral component of all new developments, large and small.”

3.1.7

In relation to travelling in Wales, on page 84 it is stated that “The Welsh Government’s aim is to reduce
the need to travel, particularly by private vehicles, and support a modal shift to walking, cycling and
public transport.”

3.1.8

On page 174, supporting Policy 36, it is stated that “Welsh Government wishes to see development
built in sustainable locations that are supported by the active travel and public transport infrastructure
and services needed to enable people to live active and healthy lives.”

3.1.9

As such, the key themes are that development should be sited where it can benefit from active travel
and public transport connections and reduce the need to travel by car. Facilities, including
employment areas, should be within easy walking distance.

3.1.10 The site is situated on the edge of the city centre within a short walking distance to residential areas.
Existing active travel connections connect to the site which encourages walking and cycling. The site is
also accessible by public transport services.
3.1.11 The site location is consistent with the policies and aims of Future Wales and is in accordance with the
Welsh Government aspirations for where development should be focused. Full details of the
sustainable connectivity are set out within Section 4.

3.2

Planning Policy Wales 11th Edition (PPW11)

3.2.1

PPW11 provides overarching Welsh Government policies with transport policies set out in Section 4.1.
This states in paragraph 4.1.10 “The planning system has a key role to play in reducing the need to
travel, particularly by private car, and supporting sustainable transport, by facilitating developments
which:
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* are sited in the right locations, where they can be easily accessed by sustainable modes of travel and
without the need for a car
* make it possible for all short journeys within and beyond the development to be easily made by
walking and cycling.”
3.2.2

PPW11 sets out a “Sustainable Transport Hierarchy for Planning” in Figure 9. This states in paragraph
4.1.12 “It is Welsh Government policy to require the use of a sustainable transport hierarchy in relation
to new development, which prioritises walking, cycling and public transport ahead of the private motor
vehicles. The transport hierarchy recognises that Ultra Low Emission Vehicles also have an important
role to play in the decarbonisation of transport.”

3.2.3

It continues to state that “The sustainable transport hierarchy should be used to reduce the need to
travel [and] prevent car-dependent developments in unsustainable locations”.

3.2.4

PPW11 also states in paragraph 3.39 that development should “where possible, offer good active
travel connections to the centres of settlements to reduce the need to travel by car for local journeys.”

3.2.5

The site is situated in a location which is accessible by walking, cycling and public transport, with good
travel links, which is compliant with PPW11, as demonstrated in Section 4 of this TS.

3.3

Technical Advice Note 18: Transport (TAN18)

3.3.1

The importance of walking and cycling in contributing towards sustainable travel patterns is detailed in
the guidance contained within TAN18: Transport (March 2007). The guidance emphasises not only the
role walking and cycling can have as main modes of transport for local journeys but also the
considerable contribution they play in forming parts of longer journeys by public transport.

3.3.2

Paragraph 3.8 states that “Locations that are highly accessible by a variety of travel modes offer
significant opportunities to make travel patterns more sustainable.” As such it is recognised by TAN18
that the sustainable location of a site can assist in facilitating sustainable travel habits.

3.4

Cardiff Local Development Plan (LDP) (2006-2026)

3.4.1

Section 4 of the LDP relates to Transport. Policy T1 specifically refers to walking and cycling. This states
that to enable people to access employment by walking and cycling, the Council will support
developments which incorporate;
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.4.2

High quality, sustainable design which makes a positive contribution to the distinctiveness of
communities and places
Permeable and legible networks of safe, convenient and attractive walking and cycling routes
Measures to minimise vehicle speed and give priority to pedestrians and cyclists
Safe, convenient and attractive walking and cycling connections to existing developments,
neighbourhoods, jobs and services
Infrastructure designed in accordance with standards of good practice including the Council’s
Cycling Design Guide
Supporting facilities including, signing, secure cycle parking and, where necessary shower and
changing faculties

Policy T6 states that Development will not be permitted which would cause unacceptable harm to the
safe and efficient operation of the highway, public transport and other movement networks including
pedestrian and cycle routes, public rights of way and bridle routes. This TS demonstrates that the
proposals would not have an unacceptable impact on transport.
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3.4.3

One of the keys of the LDP is the Transport Strategy which seeks to achieve a 50% modal split of cars
for all trips on the network (and 50% other modes). The proposed development is in line with this
policy by offering a realistic choice of travel modes.
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4.

SUSTAINABLE CONNECTIVITY

4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

This section describes the opportunities to make everyday trips by non-car modes. It considers the
likelihood of trips being made on foot, by cycle, bus and rail. The site location is demonstrated to be
consistent with the aims of TAN18 and in accordance with sustainable transport policies in Future
Wales, PPW11 and the LDP.

4.1.2

The location has also been considered suitable for employment use by Cardiff Council through the
approval of the previous planning application on the site and its allocation in an employment area.

4.2

Walking and Cycling

4.2.1

At the top of the PPW11 hierarchy is the consideration of active travel (walking and cycling). Walking is
the most important mode of travel at a local level and offers the greatest potential to replace short car
journeys.
Walking

4.2.2

The site is well situated to benefit from existing walking routes. Suitable footways and crossings are
provided throughout the local area, as would be expected within an existing and established urban
area, within a protected employment site. The majority of streets within the vicinity of the site have
footways on one or both sides of the carriageway, providing links between the site and the
surrounding residential areas, facilities and public transport services.

4.2.3

The site connects directly to the two metre wide footways located adjacent to Pacific Road on each
side. The footways benefit from street lighting. The footways run north from the access and connect to
the footways on Tidal Sidings and provide a continuous pedestrian route between the site and the
surrounding area. The proposals will continue the footways into the site.

4.2.4

There are also footpaths provided adjacent to and through Moorland Park which connect
Portmanmoor Road to Walker Road and Singleton Road which provide routes into residential areas in
Splott.
Cycling

4.2.5

The site benefits from being situated within close proximity of a high quality traffic free cycle route
which runs adjacent to Ocean Way, starting at the Portmanmoor Road junction and connects with
Rover Way to the east and the Cardiff Bay Link Road to the west. This connects with numerous other
routes within Cardiff Bay, including linking to the City Centre.

4.2.6

The route adjacent to Ocean Way is shown as forming part of the long term cycle network
improvements within Cardiff Council’s Interactive Transport Map: Cycling, which will provide further
high quality opportunities for cycling connecting towards the City Centre.

4.2.7

An extract of the Cardiff Cycle map showing cycle routes in the vicinity of the site is shown in Figure
4-1.
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Figure 4-1: Cycle Network within the vicinity of the site

Source: Cardiff Council

4.2.8

Cardiff Council is developing proposals for five permanent cycleways to support and promote cycling.
The routes will connect communities to major destinations across the city, including the City Centre
and Cardiff Bay. The routes are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

4.2.9

Cycleway 1: City Centre to Cathays, University Hospital Wales, Heath High Level and Heath Low
Level Rail Stations and North East Cardiff Strategic Development Site
Cycleway 2: City Centre to Adamsdown, Newport Road retail parks, Rumney, Llanrumney and St
Mellons Business Park
Cycleway 3: City Centre to Cardiff Bay
Cycleway 4: City Centre to Llandaff, Danescourt and North West Strategic Development Site
Cycleway 5: City Centre to Riverside, Ely and Caerau

Cycleway 3 has already been completed, which routes along Lloyd George Avenue to the west of the
site. This route connects the City Centre to Cardiff Bay as well as linking to other existing and planned
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routes. From the site, cyclists could access this route via the traffic-free cycle route linking Ocean Way
to Cardiff Bay.
4.2.10 A plan of the cycleways is shown in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-2: Proposed Cycleways in Proximity of the site

SITE

Source: Cardiff Council website

Next Bike
4.2.11 Cardiff has implemented a cycle hire scheme operated by nextbike. Nextbike is a subscription-based
bike sharing system with over 1,000 bikes to rent from as little as £1 per 30 minutes.
4.2.12 The closest Cardiff nextbike station is located on East Tyndall to the north (1.4km), which is shown in
Figure 4-3.
4.2.13 This will allow employees access to a cycle for hire and travel via existing cycle routes from the
surrounding area.
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Figure 4-3: Local Nextbike Stations

SITE

Source: nextbike

4.3

Distances
Overview

4.3.1

To enable an assessment of the viability of active travel between the site and residential areas, it is
appropriate to establish the maximum distance that people are generally prepared to walk or cycle for
work purposes.

4.3.2

There are a number of publications which suggest guidance for appropriate and acceptable walking
and cycling distances. For reference, these have been summarised as follows.
•

•

•
•

Welsh Government - Active Travel (Wales) Act 2013: Within the ATADG it is stated within
paragraph 4.1.4 that “walking as a mode of travel predominates for journeys of less than two
miles whilst cycling is more convenient for longer journeys, typically of up to five miles for
regular journeys”. This equates to distances for walking of up to 3.2km and cycling of up to 8km.
Department for Transport (DfT) – Manual for Streets (2007): MfS states that ‘walkable
neighbourhoods’ are typically characterised by having a range of facilities within 10 minutes
walking distance (c. 800 metres) – i.e. this would include employment uses. MfS also
acknowledges that this is not an upper limit and references previous planning policy guidance in
that it is generally acknowledged that walking offers the greatest potential to replace short car
trips, particularly under 2km.
CIHT (2015) – Planning for Walking: In relation to shorter trips in particular, (section 2.1) states
that across Britain about ‘80% of journeys shorter than 1 mile (1.6km) are made wholly on foot’.
CIHT - Guidelines for Providing for Journeys on Foot (2000): suggests preferred maximum
distances for commuting journeys are up to 2km.
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•

DfT – LTN1/20 Cycle Infrastructure Design (paragraph 2.2.2) – states that “Two out of every
three personal trips are less than five miles in length, an achievable distance to cycle for most
people” (c.8km).

Walking
4.3.3

Based on guidance, it is considered that suitable walking distances could be up to 3.2km. This equates
to around a 40-minute walk travelling at 3mph. However, distances of 2km are considered more likely
for walking journeys and residential areas within 800 metres are considered to be within ‘walkable
neighbourhood’ distances.

4.3.4

Openroute Service has been used to generate pedestrian isochrones at five minute (c.400m) intervals
from the main site access as shown in Figure 4-4. This is based on walking speeds of 5km per hour (c.
3mph) via the road network.

4.3.5

It demonstrates a significant proportion of Splott, Tremorfa and Adamsdown as well as areas on the
edge of the city centre are accessible within a 25 minute walk from the site (c. 2km). This shows that
there is a potential for employees to be situated within potential walking distance of the site. As such,
some employees (and visitors) could travel to the site on foot.

Figure 4-4: Pedestrian Isochrones (25 minutes at five minute intervals)

25 min
20 min

15 min

10 min

5 min

Source: Openroute Service
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4.3.6

As such, travelling to the site by walking is considered a feasible and realistic option for employees of
the site and visitors. As shown in Section 2, there are already journeys made by walking for work
purposes in this area.
Cycling

4.3.7

It has been assumed that journeys of up to 8km are within an acceptable cycling distance. A cycling
journey of 8km would equate to approximately a 25 minute trip.

4.3.8

The Openroute Service has been used to generate cycle isochrones at five minute intervals up to a
total of 25 minutes using roads and cycle routes (i.e. not straight line distances) from the main site
access. This has been shown in Figure 4-5.

4.3.9

The isochrones are generated based on speeds dependent on the surface and highway type. The
majority (if not all) of the routes used would be paved and as such would be subject to an 18kph speed
based on the parameters in the software. A five minute isochrone would therefore cover a distance of
c. 1.5km, with a 25 minute isochrone covering a distance of c.7.5km. As such, this is broadly in
accordance with the relevant design guidance (indeed, cycle journeys to the site could originate from
slightly greater distances, up to 8km from the site, in accordance with the guidance).

4.3.10 The isochrones show the entire of the southern and central areas of Cardiff, as well as Penarth are
accessible within an appropriate cycling distance. Most of these areas can be accessed by suitable and
recommended cycling routes, as shown within Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4-5: Cycle Isochrones (25 minutes at five minute intervals)

25 min
20 min
15 min
10 min
5 min

Source: Openroute Service

4.3.11 As such, travelling to the site by cycle is considered a feasible and realistic option for employees of the
site. As shown in Section 2, there are already journeys made by cycle for work purposes in this area.
4.3.12 Considering the location of the site in an existing urban area, in a protected employment site which
already accommodates movements by walking and cycling, the active travel connectivity is considered
to be good and in accordance with the aims of Future Wales, TAN18 and PPW11.

4.4

Public Transport
Bus

4.4.1

The closest bus stops are located approximately a 500km walking distance from the site on
Portmanmoor Road. Further stops are located on Splott Road, approximately a 1.3km walk from the
site and on East Tyndall Street approximately a 1.5km walk from the site.

4.4.2

The closest stops are served by bus routes 1 and 2 with the other stops also being served by route 11.
These provide frequent services to numerous destinations, as well as connecting to Cardiff City Centre
and Cardiff Central and Queen Street Rail Stations.

4.4.3

A summary of the services is set out in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: Local Bus Services
Route Operator and Route
No.
1
2

11

First
Service

Last
Service

Cardiff Bus
City Circle (clockwise)
Cardiff Bus
City Circle (anti-clockwise)

07.10

18.13

06.09

16.49

Cardiff Bus
City Centre – Splott – Tremorfa –
Pengam Green

05.40

23.16

Mon-Fri
Peaks
Hourly

Mon-Fri
Daytime
Hourly *

Frequency
Mon-Fri
Evening
Hourly

Sat

Sun

Hourly *

30 mins
to
Hourly
15
minutes

Hourly *

Hourly

Hourly *

No
service
No
service

15
minutes

20
minutes

20
minutes

30
minutes

* Daytime and weekend services stop at Haberston Street

4.4.4

The site is served by buses which connect to various residential areas and the city centre throughout
the day and these provide start and finish times suitable for commuting. As such, travelling by bus
would be a suitable option for some commuting journeys to and from the site as well as for journeys
by visitors.

4.4.5

The majority of the services also connect to the city centre and key rail stations which offer
interchange opportunities to a significant number of other services to wider destinations.
Rail

4.4.6

Cardiff Queen Street is located approximately a 2.8km walk or cycle to the northwest and Cardiff
Central Rail Station is located approximately a 3.1km walk or cycle to the west.

4.4.7

Cardiff Queen Street Rail Station provides connections to several destinations to the north and east of
the city centre and operates as the main Valleys Line network serving Cardiff, the Vale of Glamorgan,
Bridgend and South Wales Valleys.

4.4.8

Cardiff Central Rail Station provides access to frequent services to numerous other destinations,
including regional locations such as Bristol or Swansea.

4.4.9

Bus services 1 and 2 connect to Cardiff Central Rail Station and offer the potential for a combined bus
and rail journey.

4.4.10 As such, travelling by rail (connected by walking, cycling or a bus journey) provides a potential
alternative for some employees, particularly those travelling longer journeys to the site.

4.5

Summary

4.5.1

The site is situated in a sustainable location, it is well suited to accommodate the proposals, being
surrounded by existing industrial uses and in an existing employment area. It is connected by existing
pedestrian, cycle and public transport networks.

4.5.2

The site location will encourage sustainable travel behaviour, attract employees who choose to travel
by sustainable modes and is fully in accordance with transport policies in Future Wales, PPW11, TAN18
and the Active Travel Act.
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5.

DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS

5.1

Overview

5.1.1

The proposals are for a B1 office / light industrial use with associated parking and access, which is split
across two land parcels either side of a main internal access road.

5.1.2

There would be a total of 20 units across the site with 9 units on the west parcel and 11 units on the
east parcel. These would range from 131.5 sqm to 225 sqm with the total floorspace being 3,055 sqm.
This is c.25% lower than the upper range of floorspace for the consented site use. The units are set out
around the perimeter of the site with car parking areas within the centre of the site. All units are
capable of accommodating a large panel van through the roller shutters at the building frontages.

5.1.3

The proposed site layout is provided within Appendix A.

5.2

Access and Site Layout

5.2.1

Vehicle access to the site is obtained from an extension to Pacific Road, this would become a private
road within the site connecting the northern boundary to the southern boundary, to enable a
potential future connection to the site to the south. This main internal access would connect to two
access points into the east parcel and one access into the west parcel. The main internal access road
within the site would be c. 9m wide and enable access by large vehicles, if needed.

5.2.2

The three parcel accesses would be priority junction arrangements, with gates to secure the car parks,
where needed, out of hours. The two accesses on the east side would have 6m entry widths with 2.5m
radii on each side of the junction. These could form separate entry and exit points connected by a
clockwise circulatory arrangement within the site.

5.2.3

The access on the west side would have a 6.9m entry width and 3m radii on each side of the junction
and would accommodate two-way movements. As within the car parking area to the east, this would
accommodate a clockwise circulatory arrangement to ensure vehicles can manoeuvre safely.

5.2.4

Visibility can be suitably obtained at 2.4m x 25m in each direction from the access, which is
appropriate for 20mph speeds in accordance with TAN18 and Manual for Streets. The main internal
private access road and car park layouts have been designed for these speeds, or lower.

5.2.5

The access layout and visibility splays from all junctions are shown in Appendix B.

5.2.6

The access arrangements are considered safe and suitable for accommodating all movements to and
from the proposed development.

5.2.7

Within the site, the car parking areas have a 6m circulatory throughout to enable vehicles to turn in
and out of spaces appropriately and manoeuvre around the car park.

5.2.8

There are also footways provided around the perimeter of the site which connect to bin stores, cycle
racks and rear entrances to each unit. These connect to the footways on Pacific Road to enable a
continuous route from the highway into the site. Pedestrians would also share space with vehicles
within the car parks, as is typical within a car parking area, as vehicles would be moving slowly and
flows would be low.

5.2.9

The internal roads are an appropriate width to accommodate all vehicle movements safely, minimise
vehicle speeds and ensure that pedestrians and cyclists can be accommodated safely.
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5.2.10 All vehicles can enter and exit the site in forward gear and manoeuvre within the site appropriately.
Swept paths are provided in Appendix C.

5.3

Parking
Car Parking

5.3.1

The consented scheme provides parking at a minimum of 1 space per 40sqm, potentially providing in
excess of 100 spaces on the site. The proposals would provide 58 spaces, which would equate to one
space per 53 sqm, significantly less than the consented level. As such, this level of parking is
considered appropriate on this site, whilst allowing for a reduction in car parking in accordance with
Future Wales.

5.3.2

Car parking standards are set out in Cardiff Council Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) Managing
Transportation Impacts (Incorporating Parking Standards) as adopted in July 2018, which is prior to the
Decision Notice for the Consented Scheme (14 August 2019). As such, the level of parking was
considered appropriate for the consented scheme (which is for the same use class as the proposals)
based on the application of the current parking standards. The proposed level would also therefore be
appropriate, particularly given the reduction in spaces.

5.3.3

A total of four disabled parking spaces are provided across the site, which equates to 7% of the overall
provision. This is in excess of the requirements within the SPG.

5.3.4

All standard parking spaces across the site would have dimensions of 2.5m x 5.0m which is in
accordance with the SPG.

5.3.5

Swept path analysis is shown in Appendix C which demonstrates the proposed parking is suitable to
accommodate a large car.
Electric Vehicle Charging

5.3.6

The SPG does not provide standards for the provision of electric vehicle charging spaces. However,
providing electric parking on new developments is an aspiration within Future Wales with a target of
10% of spaces for non-residential uses and as such, infrastructure will be provided on the site for
electric vehicle charging for 10% of the spaces (6 spaces).

5.3.7

This is considered appropriate and further encourages more sustainable travel to and from the site.
Cycle Parking

5.3.8

The Cardiff Council SPG provides guidance on cycle parking for a B1 use with 2 spaces per 100 sqm
required for long stay parking. This equates to 60 cycle parking spaces when applied to the total
floorspace of 3,056 sqm. A total of 30 cycle stands (60 spaces) is provided on the site consistent with
the standards. These stands are located in secure and covered positions within two locations in the
east car park and on the western boundary of the west car park.

5.4

Deliveries and Servicing

5.4.1

The site layout allows for rigid HGVs of up to 12m length to turn within the site accesses and park
adjacent to the main access road site, where needed. Given the size of the units and the B1 use, there
would be likely to be a minimal number of HGVs, so these vehicles would be rare and infrequent.

5.4.2

On the very rare occasions where an articulated vehicle arrives at the site, this can turn within the
adopted highway at the turning head at the southern end of Pacific Road.
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5.4.3

As such, large delivery vehicles can turn appropriately and enter and exit the site onto the highway
network in forward gear.

5.4.4

Swept path analysis has been undertaken to demonstrate delivery vehicles can be accommodated
appropriately and this is shown in Appendix C.

5.4.5

Refuse and fire tender vehicles can enter both the east and west land parcels and circulate or turn
appropriately. Refuse vehicles can access all bin store locations appropriately and fire tenders can get
within an appropriate distance of all building units. As such, service and emergency vehicle access is
considered to be appropriate.

5.4.6

Refuse and fire tender movements are shown in the swept path analysis in Appendix C.

5.5

Construction

5.5.1

The details of the construction of the site are yet to be finalised. The impacts of construction would be
short term and temporary in nature.

5.5.2

It is anticipated that Cardiff Council may require the preparation of a detailed Construction Traffic
Management Plan (CTMP) to be submitted and approved prior to the commencement of the
development. The purpose of a CTMP is to identify appropriate measures to reduce any interruption
and ensure that the impacts of construction traffic in the vicinity of the site and on the surrounding
highway network are kept to a minimum.

5.5.3

The applicant can produce a CTMP prior to commencement of construction and this will ensure that
vehicles will, as far as possible, be accommodated on the site and would not block or reverse onto the
adjacent highway network (unless directed by a banksman).
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6.

TRIP GENERATION AND TRAFFIC IMPACTS

6.1

Introduction

6.1.1

The change in vehicle generation between the consented B1 / B8 scheme against the proposed B1
scheme has been considered through analysis of the Trip Rate Information Computer System (TRICS)
for office use. The TRICS database has been analysed for sites with similar characteristics in terms of
scale, location, accessibility and surrounding population numbers.

6.1.2

TRICS is industry standard software, used to forecast trips likely to be generated by development sites.
The TRICS database predicts the likely numbers of arrivals and departures by utilising surveys of
existing developments of a similar size and characteristics across the UK.

6.1.3

The analysis considers the trip generation during network and development peak hours on a weekday
as well as over a daily period. The weekday network peak hours have been assumed as 08:00 to 09:00
and 17:00 to 18:00.

6.2

Consented Trip Generation

6.2.1

The consented scheme has a floorspace of up to 3,872 sqm for B1 or B8 use. As such, the site could be
occupied for up to 3,872 sqm of office use, which would generate a higher trip generation for light
vehicles and in the peak hours than a B8 use. However, if occupied for B8 use, it would be more likely
to generate delivery and servicing movements.

6.2.2

For a robust worst case analysis, it has been assumed that the entire site is occupied for office use.

6.2.3

The following search criteria have been applied to obtain surveys of similar uses to the consented
scheme:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.2.4

02 – Employment/A-Office
Located in England and Wales (excluding London)
Surveys from Monday to Friday
Sites with a GFA up to 5000 sqm
Edge of Town Centre locations
Removed residential sub-locations
Vehicle surveys carried out since 2010
Removed all sites with population less than 75,000 within less than five miles
Removal of sites which do not have comparable parking provision

The above search criteria resulted in the identification of 8 similar sites. The vehicle trip rates per 100
sqm floorspace and trip generation for the consented development with a total floorspace of 3,872
sqm have been set out in Table 6-1. The full TRICS reports are included as Appendix D.

Table 6-1: Consented Site Use – Vehicle Trip Generation
Time Period
Trip Rates (per 100 sqm)
Arrivals
Departures
Two-way
AM Peak (08:00-09:00)
1.768
0.204
1.972
PM Peak (17:00-18:00)
0.204
1.481
1.685
12 Hours
6.111
5.908
12.019

6.2.5

Trip Generation (3,872 sqm)
Arrivals
Departures
Two-way
68
8
76
8
57
65
237
229
466

The proposals are forecast to generate approximately 76 two-way vehicle trips in the AM network
peak (08:00-09:00) and 65 two-way vehicle trips in PM network peaks (17:00-18:00). Over a 12 hour
period on a weekday the site is forecast to generate 466 two-way vehicle trips.
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6.3

Proposed Trip Generation

6.3.1

The proposals would be for the same use as the consented scheme and as such, the same trip rates for
office use have been applied. The trip generation for the proposed development, which has a total
floorspace of 3,056sqm, has been set out in Table 6-2.

Table 6-2: Proposed Site Use – Vehicle Trip Generation
Time Period
Trip Rates (per 100 sqm)
Arrivals
Departures
Two-way
AM Peak (08:00-09:00)
1.768
0.204
1.972
PM Peak (17:00-18:00)
0.204
1.481
1.685
12 Hours
6.111
5.908
12.019

Trip Generation (3,056 sqm)
Arrivals
Departures
Two-way
54
6
60
6
45
51
187
181
368

6.3.2

The proposals are forecast to generate approximately 60 two-way vehicle trips in the AM network
peak (08:00-09:00) and 51 two-way vehicle trips in PM network peaks (17:00-18:00). Over a 12 hour
period on a weekday the site is forecast to generate 368 two-way vehicle trips.

6.4

Net Change and Impacts

6.4.1

Based on the TRICS analysis, the forecast net change in vehicle generation resulting from the proposed
scheme against the consented scheme has been set out in Table 6-3.

Table 6-3: Net Change in Vehicle Generation
Time Period
Consented Scheme
In
Out
Twoway
AM Peak (08:00-09:00)
68
8
76
PM Peak (17:00-18:00)
8
57
65
12 Hours
237
229
466

Proposed Scheme
Out
Twoway
54
6
60
6
45
51
187
181
368
In

In

Net Change
Out

-14
-2
-50

-2
-12
-48

Twoway
-16
-14
-98

6.4.2

The TRICS analysis shows that the proposals would reduce vehicle movements in the peak hours and
over a 12 hour period in comparison with the consented use.

6.4.3

As such, the proposals would not have an unacceptable impact on road safety or a material impact on
the operation of the highway network and no mitigation is considered to be required.

6.5

Multi-modal trips

6.5.1

The trip generation by each mode of travel has been considered based on the Census analysis for the
MSOA in which the site is situated, Cardiff 037. The vehicle trips have been based on the trip
generation in Table 6-2 and the remaining trips have been forecast accordingly. The resultant modal
split is set out within Table 6-4.
Table 6-4: Modal Split
Mode of Travel
Public Transport
Car Driver
Motorcycle
Car Passenger
Bicycle
On Foot
Other
Total

Modal Split
Cardiff 037 %
7%
73%
1%
6%
3%
8%
2%
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AM Peak
6
60
1
5
2
6
2
82

No. of Movements
PM Peak
5
51
0
4
2
5
2
70

Daily
36
368
3
32
13
38
11
502
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6.5.2

As shown within Table 6-4 the site would generate a number of sustainable travel movements in the
peak hours and across a daily period. Due to the close proximity of a key cycle route and the high level
of cycle parking on the site, and the close proximity to bus stops and residential areas, it is considered
likely that the walking, cycle and bus movements would also be higher than shown.
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7.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1

Summary

7.1.1

This Transport Statement (TS) has been provided in relation to a proposed B1 office / light industrial
development scheme at the Printworks, Pacific Road, Pacific Business Park, Cardiff.

7.1.2

This TS has been produced to inform the local highway authority, Cardiff Council, of the highways and
transport implications of the proposals.

7.1.3

The application site (‘the site’) is situated at the southern end of Pacific Road and was previously
occupied by the former Western Mail and Echo print facility and adjacent land within the Pacific
Business Park. The site is located within an established industrial estate with a number of the
surrounding units utilised for business / industrial / trade uses.

7.1.4

The proposals are for a B1 office / light industrial use with 58 parking spaces, which is split across two
land parcels either side of a main internal access road.

7.1.5

The site is allocated under Policy EC1.1 of the Cardiff Council Local Development Plan (LDP) as Existing
Employment Land (known as Ocean Park) and protected for employment use. The site also benefits
from an existing consent for a similar B1 / B8 scheme. As such, the location has been accepted as
suitable for employment uses by Cardiff Council.

7.1.6

The site is accessed from an extension to Pacific Road which falls within the Pacific Business Park, with
the wider business park roads providing a connection to Ocean Way at two separate locations. Each
parcel of land is accessed from this main internal access road via priority junctions, which are suitable
to accommodate all vehicle movements.

7.1.7

The site is well situated to accommodate the proposals, being located in an established industrial area,
which is allocated for employment use. The location will encourage and promote sustainable travel
behaviour and attract employees who choose to travel by sustainable modes. This will assist in
constraining the level of vehicle generation from the site and minimise the impact of the site on the
highway network.

7.1.8

Road safety data has been analysed and there is no evidence of a highway safety issue within the
vicinity of the site which would be exacerbated by the proposals.

7.1.9

The proposed parking provision is significantly below that accepted for the consented scheme. The
consent was granted based on the application of the current parking standards. Electric vehicle
charging points will also be provided within the site. The proposed level of parking would therefore be
appropriate and the reduction in density and provision compared with the previously accepted level,
as well as the electric vehicle charging, would be consistent with the aims of Future Wales.

7.1.10 A total of 30 cycle parking stands (60 spaces) are proposed on the site to encourage travel for staff and
visitors by cycling, which is in accordance with the parking standards.
7.1.11 The proposals can accommodate service and delivery vehicles appropriately and these vehicles can
enter and exit the highway in forward gear. Refuse and fire tenders can be accommodated throughout
the site.
7.1.12 The proposals would reduce vehicle movements in the peak hours and over a daily period in
comparison with the consented use. As such, the proposals would not have a material impact on
highway capacity or operation.
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7.2

Conclusions

7.2.1

The proposals are appropriately located for access by sustainable modes, considering this is an
allocated employment site, in an existing employment area, where movements have been
accommodated safely. In this regard the proposals are in accordance with transport policies in Future
Wales, TAN18, PPW11 and the Cardiff Council LDP.

7.2.2

Data does not indicate a road safety issue which would be exacerbated by the proposals. The
development would not have a material impact on road safety and the access arrangements are
appropriate and safe.

7.2.3

The proposed parking provision is appropriate and acceptable across the site and at a reduced level to
the consented scheme, which is in line with the objectives for encouraging sustainable travel and
reducing car use set out in PPW11 and Future Wales.

7.2.4

The proposals will not have a material impact on the capacity or operation of the highway network
and no mitigation is required.

7.2.5

As such, the analysis presented within this TS allows the highway authority to provide a positive
recommendation on the planning application.
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